Total simplicity. Total function. Total air control.

800.831.7160

Do what's best.
THE BETTS AIR COMMANDER™ AIR DISTRIBUTOR

At Betts, we hold nothing back in our pursuit of the safest, most durable, functional and reliable products—taking command of our future and doing what’s best. It’s this drive and determination that led to the development of the Betts AIR COMMANDER™, the next leap forward in air control design.

TOTAL AIR SUPERIORITY

Improved durability/serviceability over conventional designs
EASILY SERVICED IN-PLACE WITH COMMON TOOLS

Anodized aluminum body for corrosion resistance
PROMOTING RELIABILITY AND LONGER SERVICE LIFE

Toggles provide easy visual on/off verification
NO MORE GUESSING VALVE STATUS

Compact and robust modular design for smaller footprint
SMALL, BUT EXTREMELY RUGGED

Indicator slide
NO MORE GUESSING VENT STATUS

SEQUENTIAL-STYLE PLUMBING

OUT TO EMERGENCY VALVES WHEN COMPARTMENT TOGGLE SELECTED

RETURN AIR FROM SEQUENTIAL VAPOR VALVES (Red indicator will show.)

AIR OUT TO SEQUENTIAL VAPOR VALVES (When Master Control is pulled)

JUMPER LINE USED FOR NON-SEQUENTIAL PLUMBING TO CONNECT MASTER CONTROL TO AIR INDICATOR

NON-SEQUENTIAL-STYLE PLUMBING

OUT TO EMERGENCY VALVES WHEN COMPARTMENT TOGGLE SELECTED

RED INDICATOR WILL SHOW WHEN MASTER CONTROL IS PULLED

Designed, engineered and manufactured in the USA.
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